
 

Dear Pastor and Church Family, 

Greetings! We hope you all are doing well and enjoying the blessings of the 
Lord. It has been an exciting first month of the year. Our current support level is now 
67%! We have traveled to five different states and have had the privilege of 
participating  in some great meetings! We are praising God for keeping us safe and 
allowing us to discover and rectify a serious issue with our vehicle that could have 
resulted in a catastrophic wreck. Safety is truly of the Lord! 

The winter has arrived in Korea. This 
season is beautiful but always very cold. 
When we lived in Korea we were very 
excited on the occasion of the first snow. 
Everything was so beautiful - a true "winter 
wonderland." Later on, however, as we 
walked in the snow day after day we were less enthusiastic. The winter can be a 
slightly difficult and inconvenient time in Korea but one soon adjusts to the routine and 
does not seem to mind the snow or cold as 
much. In spite of the extreme weather, 
there are still many great opportunities to 
pass out Gospel tracts and witness during 
the Korean winter.

As we have the opportunity to present the Gospel we encounter different 
responses. Sometimes we find folks interested in the Word of God and often we 
sense indifference. Recently, the Lord led myself and a fine young man from our 
home church (Michael Gray) to someone who was very interested in salvation. We 
met the teenager at his door, and after some small talk, his interest was piqued when 
we began to share the Gospel with him. He listened intently and asked several 
questions as he contemplated the truth. Even though there were several distractions, 

A'darion stayed focused and was very 
ready to trust Christ for salvation after he understood his sinful condition. It is such a 
privilege to watch the Lord work! Please pray that this young man will grow in the 
Lord.

We are so grateful to be partnered with you for the sake of the Gospel going 
forth in Korea. Your faithful prayer and financial support are a tremendous blessing to 
us. May the Lord continue to bless you all as you serve Him! 

   In Christ,  
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A crowded market during the Lunar New Year holiday

Winter is a beautiful but very cold season in Korea

Walking through the snow in Korea

Even in winter there are many opportunities 
to spread the Gospel in Korea


